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DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley). Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 32 pages.
Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 0.3in.Bugs Hide and Seek tells the story about a leaf bug who introduces
other bugs that also have great camouflage. In this Level 1 DK Reader early readers will have fun
trying to find the camouflaged bugs before they reveal themselves. With short sentences and simple
vocabulary, as well as picture dictionary boxes with word labels, Bugs Hide and Seek is perfect for
children just beginning to learn to read. DK Readers is a multi-level reading program guaranteed to
capture childrens interest while developing their reading skills and general knowledge. With nine
new exciting titles to choose from this season, kids ages 4-10 will find the perfect book at their
appropriate reading level to help with school projects or independent reading. Supports the
Common Core State Standards. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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Extensive guideline! Its this sort of very good go through. I have got read and i am confident that i will gonna read through once more once more in the
future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Joa na  Cha m plin-- Joa na  Cha m plin

Very helpful to any or all category of folks. It is writter in simple phrases rather than di icult to understand. Its been developed in an exceptionally simple
way and is particularly just after i finished reading this pdf in which basically transformed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ha nk Runte-- Ha nk Runte
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